With the rapid advancement of optical trapping and nanofabrication, optomechanical systems are approaching the single-photon strong-coupling regime [1, 2] , where the radiation pressure of a single photon significantly affects the movement of the mechanical oscillator. The strong light-matter interaction could open up a new route to the manipulation of single-photon transport.
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Based on the theoretical framework, we further propose a heralded probabilistic scheme (Figure (c)) to generate mechanical NOON states with arbitrary phonon numbers by measuring the sideband photons. We show that high mechanical NOON state can be generated with high fidelity, under experimentally achievable bath temperature.
In this poster, we theoretically investigate the single-photon transport in a single-mode optical fiber coupled to a single-photon strong-coupling optomechanical system (Figure (a) ). When a monochromatic single photon is input into the fiber, we show that the transmitted photon spectrum is featured by multiple phonon sidebands (Figure (b) ). Generation of maximally entangled NOON states in macroscopic oscillators is required for the experimental studies of fundamental physics, such as the effects of decoherence on many-particle entanglement and the quantum-classical crossover.
